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Directions:
In each of the following sentences there are four blank spaces. Five pairs of words are given
below each sentence. Find out which pair of words can be filled up in the blanks in the
sentence in the same sequence to make it meaningfully complete.

Q1. The core failure exposed by China’s fall from double digit GDP growth to
approximately 5% or less is in the working of its state capitalist system. Excessive
_____________ of economic decision-making authority in Xi’s own hands at the
expense of Premier Li Keqiang, who is theoretically _____________ the economy,
and the former’s contradictory priorities of cracking down on official corruption
while preserving the commanding position of public sector enterprises,
_____________ a major hand in China’s contemporary troubles. Speculative
bubbles in real estate and overcapacity in manufacturing and infrastructure had
_____________ the Chinese GDP racehorse for years and oiled the palms of the
Communist Party bureaucracy.

a) focus - acceptance for - have played - fuelled

b) focus - acceptance for - have played - fuelled

c) concentration - responsible for - have being played - promoted

d) concentration - responsible for - have been played - promoted

e) concentration - responsible for - have played - fuelled

Q2. It is a _____________ great importance for an economy that inflation and
inflationary expectations are _____________ under control. Else, the economy
risks getting into a situation where any sign of even moderately strong economic
growth leads to _____________ high inflation, thus, structurally reducing the
potential rate of growth of the economy .However, the timing of the increase and
decrease in rates is always a very difficult decision as it has to ensure
_____________ between both inflation and growth.
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a) issue of - kept - the onset of - a delicate balance

b) matter of - kept - the onset of - a delicate balance

c) matter of - keep - the onset of - a delicate balance

d) matter of - kept - the insight of - a delicate balance

e) matter of - kept - the onset of - a perfect balance

Q3. Access to the right infrastructure, both digital and physical, _____________
an issue for most SMEs, particularly traders and retailers. We see that large
ecommerce companies now provide warehousing facilities for retailers to store
and catalogue their inventory, even extending in-house logistics teams or third-
party logistics support. This has also created _____________ for cataloguing
startups that help sellers list their products online and manage inventory
_____________ marketplaces. It’s not enough to go e-tail, sellers have realised,
without going digital. Today _____________ before, they all transact online. This
creates a much easier and transparent digital ecosystem in which to operate.

a) had been - opportunity - across - unlike

b) had been - opportunity - across – unlike

c) has always been - opportunities - through - like

d) has always been - opportunities - through – like

e) has always been - opportunities - across - unlike

Q4. Ironically, even the business communities of India such as the Jains, Marwaris
and Gujarati Vaishnavs _____________ this assumption that money is evil and
make it a point to atone for the sin of business by _____________ vegetarian and
funding temple-building projects and making huge donations to gurus, who fast on
their behalf. And saffron robed gurus, who travel in fancy cars and oversee vast
FMCG, healthcare, hospitality and spa empires, hide their shrewd consumer
insight and insist they, own nothing and that their luxury lifestyle is just the
_____________ of devotees. To admit they enjoy their hard earned wealth
_____________ career suicide.

a) Endorsed by - being - generosity - would be

b) endorse - been - generosity - would be

c) endorse - being - generosity - would be
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d) endorse - being - generous - would be

e) endorse - being - generosity – would have been
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Q5. The current migrant _____________ also brings to light the insecurities and
selfish disposition of us humans. The people, who ought to support us, comfort us,
cheer us in times of distress, give us a _____________. These are the people who
speak the same language, adorn the same garb, practise the same rituals,
celebrate the same festivals, indulge in same nosh, pray to the same God- but
give us apathy when we seek their _____________. The 5 wealthiest countries of
the Arabian Peninsula namely Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait and Bahrain-
none of these lousy rich economies _____________ considered offering a roof to
the homeless Syrians. They take comfort in the fact that they financially support
refugee camps in Jordan, Turkey and Lebanon, thus doing their bit.

a) disaster – Luke warm - asylum - have even

b) crisis - cold shoulder - asylum - have even

c) disaster – Luke warm - asylum - have even

d) crisis - cold shoulder – support - have even been

e) crisis - cold support - have even been

Q6. Another reason that makes shoulders droop is faulty organisation design.
Maybe jobs are not clearly sculpted. _____________ people are stepping on too
many toes. Accountabilities are _____________. There may be a formal
organisation structure but a stronger informal power structure is what
_____________ works. Are the rank and file getting conflicting messages from too
many stakeholders? Could the structure and responsibilities be better
_____________, both in letter and spirit? Every team has issues of power,
influence and politics. Could yours be getting to be a victim of it and living with
unhappiness?

a) Too many - unclear - really - articulated

b) So many - unclear - really - articulated
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c) Too many – not unclear - really - articulated

d) Too many - unclear – in reality - articulated

e) Too many - unclear - really - articulation

Q7. This is a revolution spurred not by policy change or government grants but by
private capital. The success of these leagues comes from the work of venture
capitalists, bankers, business persons, actors, statisticians, an international
technical crew and an evolving media, who together have all _____________
these sports with professionalism and a glossy _____________. This is not to say
that cricket is losing its lustre. Far from it. Cricket, our national obsession, remains
the _____________ sport in India. The 2015 World Cup, despite being played in
an ‘inconvenient’ time zone, delivered the best ever ratings for any event on
television. But cricket is no longer the only sport occupying the national
_____________ anymore.

a) Embedded - shade – most watched - consciousness

b) injected - veneer – most watched - consciousness

c) Embedded - shade – most watched - consciousness

d) injected - veneer – more watch - conscience

e) injected - veneer – more watch – conscience

Q8. Exchange happens between shareholder and the organisation,
_____________ employees and the organisation, between customers and the
organisation, between the state and the organisation. When exchange favours one
side _____________ we speak of inefficiency, or exploitation, or the absence of
ethics. All the various directors and managers and supervisors and team leaders
of an organisation play are the purohitam, the ritviks, the hotras, all
_____________ the exchange. German Indologists of the 18th century wrongly
translated the word yagna as sacrifice. This meant one group of
_____________as it was expected to ‘give’ without ‘getting’. But this word has
glamour in the religious world and so a preferred translation even amongst those
who conduct yagna.

a) Among - over the latter - participating in - being exploited

b) Among - over the latter – participating in - being exploited

c) between - over the other - including - been exploited
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d) between - over the other - participating in - being exploited

e) between - over the other - including - been exploited

Q9. On its part, China created the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO)
_____________ its geopolitical and geoeconomic interests in Eurasia. The US
_____________ to created mega-regional trade groups, the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) and the Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
(TTIP), to deal with the Chinese trade threat. Diplomats and analysts will debate
forever on the _____________ of these and other such associations, groups,
alliances and partnerships. Some succeed in their objectives, many fail.
_____________, more are getting created.

a) to pursue - has not hesitated - usefulness - Yet

b) to argue - has not hesitated - usefulness - Yet

c) to pursue - has not been hesitated - usefulness - Yet

d) to pursue - has not hesitated - useful - Yet

e) to pursue - has not hesitated - usefulness - indeed

Q10. No free pizzas and food courts can substitute good work. The tasks must be
_____________ nor too little. Excessive and unending lists of ‘to dos’ drain people
and confuse them on priorities. Bad and in adequately understood multitasking is a
happiness drain. _____________ on your plate also makes one unhappy. And is
the kind of work that one is tasked with really something that the talent looks
forward _____________? Many organisations assign work of a level far removed
than the profile of the user. Some tasks are just too _____________ and never
seem to connect with the larger purpose. It may seem to some that work,
especially documents and presentations, is deliberately being constructed to keep
people busy. The manager must always be alert and respectful of such cues.
There are always constructive solutions but does the workplace pick up the cues?

a) neither too many - Not having enough - to - mundane

b) neither too much - Not had enough - to - mundane

c) neither too much - Not having enough - in - mundane

d) neither too much - Not having enough - to - tedius

e) neither too much - Not having enough - to - mundane
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Q11. This seems counterintuitive but is a growing leadership challenge. High
performance and individual happiness cannot stay _____________,
notwithstanding the hardliner view that workplaces are about business success
alone. It _____________ helps the individual nor eventually the organisation. It is
not just about engagement levels at a workplace, which _____________ a short-
term issue. It is about a Happiness Quotient, a bedrock of long-term effectiveness
and _____________ high performance. How can we create Happier Workplaces,
not just successful ones? Places where there is a sense of joy and fulfilment, of
trust and collaboration. And yes, tasks get delivered without a ringmaster’s
presence.

a) divorce - neither - could be - sustained

b) divorced - either - could be - sustained

c) divorced - neither - can be - sustained

d) divorced - neither - could be - sustained

e) divorced - neither - could be - sustain

Q12. Take achieving _____________ access to contraception and family
planning: it will mean _____________ orphans and mothers dying in childbirth. It
will also generate a _____________, with more people of productive age. In total,
every dollar spent will mean $120 of benefits to society. _____________, with
ending tuberculosis by 2030 (saving nearly 1.5 million lives a year, with each dollar
leading to $43 worth of benefits) and completing the Doha free trade deal (lifting
incomes and cutting poverty especially in developing countries, the benefits would
be worth $2,000 more than the costs).

a) global - fewer - demographic dividend - Likewise

b) universal - more - demographic dividend - Likewise

c) universal - fewer - demographic dividend - Likewise

d) universal - fewer - demographic profit - Likewise

e) universal - fewer - demographic dividend - unlike
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Q13. Even young entrepreneurs with companies less than a year old are cashing
sales of almost `2-3 crore per month. While most ecommerce platforms are in the
red, sellers are already profitable. Traditionally a lot of these sellers would witness
cyclical or seasonal _____________ on business that would hinder consistent
growth. That has all changed — by _____________ to customers from across the
country they are able to take advantage of regional festivals and sometimes
almost daily offers by ecommerce companies. Ecommerce companies are taking
on traditional retail models, even going to the extent of backing their seller partners
with all the machinery that they need to win in a highly _____________ market.
From propping them up through tieups with wholesalers and marketing agencies,
and _____________ them to sell online via cataloging companies, it is advantage
all the way for sellers.

a) Affected - gain access to - competitive - assisting

b) Affected - gain access to - competitive – assisting

c) influences - gaining access - competition - support

d) influences - gaining access - competitive - assisting

e) influences - gaining access - competition – support

Q14. The core of the Chinese economic policy is to create jobs at _____________
cost, as long as basic raw material costs are covered. The banks,
_____________, are funded by the People’s Bank of China, which prints currency
notes to _____________ that this cycle continues as it brings in the dollars,
generates jobs and ensures that China can continue its breakneck speed of
economic growth. The same holds for infrastructure. The banks _____________
tons of companies who build ghost cities, highways to nowhere and buildings that
no one occupies because the investment growth remains high and no one looks at
economic returns.

a) all - on the other issue - ensure - fund

b) all - on the other issue - ensure - fund

c) any - on the other hand – make sure of – funding

d) any - on the other hand - ensure - fund

e) any - on the other hand - make sure of – funding
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Q15. Ultimately, any such formal recognition must be informed by experiences
from real-life content removal requests. In Europe, where the right to be forgotten
_____________, many of the data-deletion requests involve the _____________
past criminal behaviour. Nearly 20% of the requests were for removal of reportage
relating to fraud, and 12% for allegations relating to child pornography. The
question now is _____________ protection of individual privacy is _____________
important than the protection of an uncensored internet.

a) recognised - removed of - whether - more

b) recognised - removed of - whether - more

c) has been recognised - removal of - rather – most

d) has been recognised - removal of - rather – most

e) has been recognised - removal of - whether - more

Read More multiple fillers Question and Answes »

Answers to the above questions :

Q1. Answer: (e)

Q2. Answer: (b)

Q3. Answer: (e)
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Q4. Answer: (c)

Q5. Answer: (b)

Q6. Answer: (a)

Q7. Answer: (b)

Q8. Answer: (d)

Q9. Answer: (a)

Q10. Answer: (e)

Q11. Answer: (d)

Q12. Answer: (c)
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Q13. Answer: (d)

Q14. Answer: (d)

Q15. Answer: (e)
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